Today, America is in a war that is unlike any war it has ever fought - a war being waged from
within its own structure using its freedoms against it.
The model we use to understand these threats is the Political Warfare model.
In the Political Warfare model the organizational structure in which our enemies operate are
called “Counter-States.” The Political Warfare definition of Counter-State is: “Organizing an
alternative society through the construction of clandestine infrastructure (Counter-State).”
The Counter-State is a functioning government operating inside our system which seeks, like a
cancer, to grow until it overtakes the host - the United States.
The primary enemies in the United States are the Islamic and the Marxist Counter-States, and
they are directly aided by foreign governments and agents of those foreign governments inside
the U.S.
The Islamic Counter-State declares it seeks to establish an Islamic State under sharia (Islamic
Law), making it a hostile one-world government ruled by foreign law that is antithetical to the
U.S. Constitution.
The Marxist Counter-State seeks to establish a global governmental system based on Marxism/
communism - making it a hostile one-world government ruled by foreign law that is antithetical
to the U.S. Constitution.
Both seek to destroy liberty and bring down America’s Constitutional Republic, with the primary
focus of their strategy being the LOCAL level. Therefore, citizens must focus their efforts to
defend liberty and defeat the enemies of liberty at the LOCAL level.
The Islamic and Marxist Counter-States each have strategic battle plans for achieving their
objectives. The Marxists have been implementing their strategies for nearly a hundred years in
America with actions that are intentional, coordinated, organized, strategic and ongoing. Islamic
leaders and organizations have been implementing their strategies for nearly 70 years in
America. The actions of the Islamic Counter-State are also intentional, coordinated, organized,
strategic and ongoing.

The Marxists and muslims work together synergizing and intensifying their efforts against the
United States. Some of their activities are overt, while others are covert. Militarily, Antifa,
Black Lives Matter, Code Pink and other communist groups work with Al Qaeda, the Islamic
State, and other military jihadi organizations. The non-violent efforts make up the bulk of the
lines of operation for both the Islamic and Marxist/communist Counter-States. At the local, state,
national, and international levels these hostile lines of operation include financial/economic
warfare, interfaith outreach, political influence operations, deep penetrations of the U.S.
education system, and more. All components of the U.S. government are severely penetrated by
both the communists and jihadis.
The enemy wants U.S. leaders to focus on violence because it allows them to create responses
that inevitably builds strategic relationships and policies which moves their hostile non-violent
efforts forward.
In order to move their non-violent efforts forward these Counter-States must control the
narrative of how American leaders and citizens think and speak about these threats. UTT’s
assessment is that these enemies have total information dominance over the narratives used to
describe what is going on. This information warfare manifests itself in the U.S. system as
influence operations, espionage, counterintelligence, propaganda, and subversion of our
foundational institutions: political, educational, religious, and media. Evidence of the enemy’s
control of the narrative includes: the fact U.S. government officials have an understanding of
Islam which is exactly the opposite of what ten year old muslim children are taught about Islam
in U.S. Islamic schools; and no understanding nor training programs among federal law
enforcement or intelligence agencies with regards to Political Warfare, the significant Marxist/
communist Counter-State, and their modus operandi.
Therefore, when we describe what is happening in America today we must use specific language
to describe the enemy and how it does what it does. The threat is not from a “deep state” it is
from a Counter-State. Therefore, the narratives the Counter-State produces do not constitute
“fake news,” they produce propaganda in support of the Counter-State.
All of this activity is necessarily unlawful as it constitutes Advocating the Overthrow of
Government (18 U.S. Code § 2385), Sedition (18 U.S. Code § 2384), Misprision of Treason (18
U.S. Code § 2382), Treason (18 U.S. Code § 2381), and, in many cases, Material Support for
Terrorists (18 U.S. Code § 2339A). Anyone swearing an Oath of Office to “protect and defend”
the Constitution has a duty to ensure neither of these hostile Movements/Counter-States operates
in the United States.
America’s response to these hostile and ongoing efforts by our enemies has been ill-conceived,
underwhelming and inconsequential. Understanding the Threat is the only organization in
America with education and training programs to empower citizens with tools to identify and
dismantle these networks at the local level, and a strategy to take back, fortify and defend
communities from these enemies.

